Integrity Ingrained
The American hardwoods we
select from managed forests set
the tone and appearance of our
cabinetry. But there’s something
else that makes our cabinetry
unique. At Woodmont Cabinetry,
you’ll find integrity ingrained
in everything we do. A familyowned, faith-based company,
our employees are the heart of
our operation, building quality
products and honest working
relationships with our customers.

Brookstone5

A Warm & Welcoming Paint Finish
Walden5 Arch

Yes, our products come with a warranty. But, they also come with our promise to keep
manufacturing jobs in America, to minister to our community, and to safeguard our
environment. Yes, our cabinets are beautiful to behold, but our customers remain
loyal to Woodmont Cabinetry because of the warmth, character and integrity
ingrained in everything we do. Doing things right. And doing the right things. It’s how
we craft our products, our lives and our business. And that’s our promise.

Locate your nearest
Woodmont Cabinetry
Authorized Dealer at
woodmontcabinetry.com

Sedona5

WOODMONT
CABINETRY

See More
Antique Finish
Maple Door Styles
at woodmontcabinetry.com.
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Antique

The Style
1 Scrollwork
Pendant Light
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A graceful pendant, inspired
by traditional ironwork, adds
a sense of classic style to an
Antique kitchen. Simple yet
sophisticated scrollwork adds
visual interest, while white
frosted glass shades cast a
warm, easy glow throughout
the kitchen.

Antique cabinetry is a go-to choice for Old World kitchens (think:
French country, English cottage, Tuscan farmhouse) and sophisticated
New World color palettes. Antique pairs beautifully with classic reds
and neutrals, yet it also warms up cooler tones like today’s popular
grays and blues. It’s an ideal choice for those who cherish subtle colors
and casually elegant homes.

Whether you opt for an heirloom
Tiffany trumpet vase, or this
replica, the wide-flare opening of
this vessel is the perfect way to
showcase fresh flowers in your
Antique kitchen. Also known as
a Pilsner vase, its form is ideally
suited to elegant centerpieces.
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The Look
Gentle refinement, chic simplicity. Like a cherry blossom
in spring or a light breeze traveling across the European
countryside, Antique is the epitome of subtle warmth
Antique Red
SW 7587

Pewter Cast
SW 7673

(800) 709-5505

Conjuring images of Tuscany and rural France, a rooster
adds color and whimsy to any kitchen. Thought to symbolize
vigilance, bravery, tradition, and good luck, a single rooster will
wake up any neutral decor with its cheery, folkloric charm.

3 Trumpet Vase

The Color

Sleepy Blue
SW 6225

2 Old Country Rooster

Indigo Batik
SW 7602

Baguette
SW 6123

WOODMONTCABINETRY.COM

and beauty. Striking just the right blend of brightness
and warmth, antique cabinets elevate a room and lift
one’s mood just like open windows, fresh air, and chirping
birds.

4 Fleur de Lis
Bar Chair
Fleur de lis swivel bar chairs
with leather-upholstered
seats add a touch of luxurious
comfort to your island bar. The
iconic symbol, first used by
French royalty during the 15th
and 16th centuries, suggests
elegant Old World romance.

5 Persian Rug
You don’t have to leave your kitchen floors bare. Low-pile rugs, in both natural
and synthetic fibers, offer excellent durability and the benefit of easy spot
cleaning. They add texture and character to the space. And, they
are easy to swap out as trends and seasons change.
Pro tip: Leave 6-24 inches from the edge
of your rug to the wall and cabinets.
(800) 709-5505
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